






1. On June 2 1,2002, Technical Instruction 00 1 1 was issued to preserve USS Tennessee 
superstructure between frames 62 to 71. Area to include, but not limited to pressure hull, 
support struts, longitudinal stiffeners, foundations, swashbulkheads, overhead framing. 
Surface preparation to be SSPC-SP-I 0, coating Arneron Arnercoat 235 system. 

2. While accomplishing the above tasking the Contractor (Corrosion Engineering 
Services) introduced to product Dust-Net into the sandblast media. I became aware of the 
situation on July 14, 2002. On that same day, CES's first line Supervisor was questioned 
about using the Dust-Net product in the blast media. I requested Mike Kimbrell to 
provide the material certification for the blast media., and he stated the product was in 
accordance MIL-A-22262. He also stated that he would get the information per my 
request. I question him several times and he continued you state, that he was waiting 
information from his company on the West Coast. 

3. On 911 112002 MDR #600-037 was issued for failure to provide the material 
certification for the blast media. CES provided their response on September 3 0 ~  in which 
they acknowledged their Sub-contractor IMIA had introduced the product Dust-Net into 
the blast media.. DSR 02-60 1-4775 was submitted on 1 1/08/2002. On 1 1/20/2002 a DL1 
was issued addressing the use of Dust-Net and offered two solutions. 

a) Reblast the superstructure from frames 62 to 7 1. 
b) Inspect the superstructure from frames 62 to 7 1 during each refit (3 per year) for 

the next two years to ensure the coating does not prematurely fail. Based on 
findings a course of action will be determined. If the paint system is in tact no 
further action required; accomplish localized repairs if necessary or reblast the 
superstructure based on a complete paint failure. 

4. Technical Instruction 0024 issued on 02/18/2003 to accomplish the first of a total of 
six visual inspections of superstructure frame 62 to 71. Visual inspection accomplished 
on 03/05/2003. Attendees included Dennis Wood (SupShip Jax), Thad Patin (NAVSEA 
05M), David Cahill (CES NACE Certified Coating Inspection), and Mike Kimbrell (CES 
Project Manager). No defects noted. 

5. Technical Instruction 0036 issued on 06/24/2003 to accomplish the second visual 
inspection. Accomplished 07/02/2003, attendees included Dennis Wood, Thad Patin, 
Sam McMullen, David Cahill. No defects noted. 

6. Technical Instruction 0049 issued on 10/07/2003 to accomplish the third visual 
inspectior 

7. Technical Instruction 0057 issued on 01/08/2004 to accomplish the fourth visual 
inspection. 

8. Technical 
inspectior 

164 issued on 04/27/2004 to accomplish the fifth visual 
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